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1. The paper presents results of one- and two-dimensionaln °
simulations of high-aspect ratio (As- ) gee-filled shells
imploslon(Arf of the order of some hundreds) under the nanosecond 
laser pulse.

The shell implosion velocity grows up with the aspect ratio 
increase under hydrodynamic regime of compression /1,2/. So, the use 
of thin shells in laser fusion experiments opens up the possibility 
to reach implosion velocities exceeding 200 km/sec needed for fu - 
Sion reaction Initiation.

The calculations have been performed for *1 kJ laser energy 
which corresponds to thin shell implosion experiments carried out 
at Lelphin /3/ and Omega /4/ Installations. Shell implosion velo - 
city, hydrodynamic efficiency, plasma density and temperature, thin 
shell implosion stability are discussed as functions of aspect 
ratio and the laser flux density.
2. Numerical calculations have been performed using "Luch","Diana" 
(1 -0) and "Atlant" (2-D) mathematical codes developed at Keldysh 
Institute of Applied Mathematics of the USSR Academy of Sciences
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/5-7/• Codes include t-D or 2-D hydrodynamic, electron and ion heet 
conduction, electron-ion relaxation, classical and anomalous laser 
light absorption, hot electron and radiation transport, ionization, 
fusion reactions, real equation of state and spontaneous magnetic 
field generation.

Numerical method is based on completely conservative additive 
finite difference schemes.

3, One-dimensional calculations have been performed for Dg- 
gas-filled shells. Fig.1 shows target and laser pulse parameters.
To lnterprete 1-0 simulation results the scaling from the analyti
cal theory for compression and heating thin shell targets under the 
laser pulse has been used /1,2/.

Analytical theory assumes hydrodynamic (ablative) target implo
sion under ablative pressure calculated on the basis of stationary 
spherical corona with inverse bremetrahlung absorption and classical 
heat conductivity. Initial entropy is oreated by shock waves.The 
shook waves are followed by adiabatic compression.

Fig.2 presents implosion velocities Ы /fj versus aspsot
ratio Ag« Р » / Д  s from two eerieo of numerical calculations for two
flux density values. These functions are in good agreement with <is 

*• Уд V s
analytical scaling iig ~  A s  ' ^  • Implosion velocity 200 km /a
is achieved at Ag-250 for Ĉ, -1.8. lO1^ W/cm^.

Fig.3 shows normalized ablated shell mass M  ai/M g and hydro- 
dynamic efficiency Q  as function of aspeot ratio for the same 
series of calculations. According to analytical theory the ablated 
mass value grows slower with the aspect ratio increase than the re-

A ( Alet ion ~  g implies* For 50-400 calculated values are



Мл/м|
з -

°«50-76*, «8-10&. The reeults confirm analytical theory 
important conclualon that maximal mass-averaged gas temperature 
saturates with aspect ratio inoreaelng (Pig.4). For example at ini
tial shell and gas densities "2.5 g/cm^ and «10 ĝ/cn?,

respectively, the temperature saturated at AB«100.
Maximal gas density obtained in numarlcal calculations 

slowly varies with flux density, which disagrees with analytical 
theory predictions. However, on the whole, numerical calculation 
reeults confirm the theoretloal predictions as to fast decrease of 
final gas density with aspoct ratio growth Д э  at sufficient
ly high AB(Fig. 5).Foryj^l0O-150 neutron yield increases with dec
rease in accordance with effect of temperature saturation and final

Q
gas density decrease when Ag Increases. For example, 10 at
AB«133 and “1.2.101 ̂ VY/cm^. In the experiments /J/absorbed
energy was EatB“400-600 J t targets with initial radius R«200 - 
300yum and aspoct ratio AQ“150-250. Average implosion velocities of 
160-160 km/s and volume compression of order 10^ were measured 
under laser pulse duration «2.3 ns (FWHM).

4. 2-D calculation using "Atlant" code have been performed 
to study thln-shell target implosion stability and spontaneous mag
netic field generation. Fig.6a gives Initial values for typical 
single-shell runiinitial radius R°g «225 jum (A =225) gas-fill- 
density (рд «6.64.10-,g/cm . Initial perturbations have the form 

R(j/1 + ^ c o s n 3 )  where Д  =* (R* - Rg ), СЪ , Is
relative amplltude(2<$f perturbation, (H® - Rg ) is Initial shell 
thickness.

Fig.6b presents target shell shape at the moment of maximum gas
compression. In this run we have studied perturbation having har -
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monlo number n»50 and Initial amplitude Ct >0.05» It Is seen that 
relative perturbations have grown considerably in the nonevaporated 
part of the target. Thermal flux from the gas to the shell leads to 
evaporation of inner boundary layers in the shell (see Fig. ).Thie 
effect has led to a significant smoothing of perturbation due to 
thermal c induction. The pure hydrodynamic run (thermal conduction 
cancelled) led to larger shell distortions.

The calculational results are in good agreement with high-as
pect ratio target experimental results on the "Dolphin" installation. 
/3/ .Similar results were given in paper /10/. Typical computational
results arei average ion temperature of compressed gas is keV,

Вminimal gas radiue 18 jum, neutron yield is 1.6.10 .
In the some target but for pure spherical case (without any 

perturbations) the average ton temperature amounts to<f.7keV, Rm|ri- 
•46yum, neutron yield is 10®.

In earlier computational investigations of implosion stability 
of relatively low-aspect ratio shells /7/ (Ao«»-> 30-50) at laser pulsu 
energy В1 ан»10-50 J the stabilization of perturbation growth rate 
due to thermal flux from gas to shell was not found.

Next calculation serieB investigated implosion stability of 
double ihell targets. Double-shell target as compared to a single 
-ehell target gives a possibility to obtain higher energy concentra
tion in the target centre due to essuntial increase of the inner 
shell velocity after the collision with the external one /B/.Ini.ial
conditions for typical double-shell run are as followsi external 

о fli8102 shell radius R g  «260 urn and aspeot ratio AH«140, inner poly-
O ( 2 )ethylene shell - R< -91 urn. A «=91, gas density in the central cavity 

and between the shells is P q  »1o ' ’/cip (see Fig.7a). It was
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assumed that the external shell had spherical ayimetry and the inner 
one had shell shape perturbations with relative initial amplitude 
Ct =0.05 and harmonic number n>10. Due to heat conduction atabl - 
lisation the inner shell was not destroyed at the moment of maximal 
gas compression in spite of sufficiently high initial perturbation 
amplitude.

Spontaneous magnetic field generation during target implosion 
was investigated using 2-D numerical simulations.

Crossed temperature and density gradients occur due to growth
of hydrodynamio perturbations. This well known effect leads to
spontaneous magnetic fields generation by thermocurrent mechanism

d 8  С  т  P— —  ~ ~ V  / x V  L h O  +
6 t fc? )

The field growth becomos very, large during shell deceleration 
/9/. In the calculations presented the magnetic field reached up 
30 MO in double shell target. In such field the .X» GUg-Xg parameter 
(for DT-plasma with ion temperature T" «4.5 keV and density <p - 
•2.1 g/опг*) ife ~i0. Go, the ra'ial thermal flux is partially 
suppressed. This effect leads to some Increase in the central gas 
temperature as compared to the calculations when magnetic field 
generation is cancelled.
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